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Abstract:
Heavy industrial burning contributes significantly to the greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions. It is responsible for almost one-quarter of the global energy-related CO2 emissions
and its share continues to grow. Mostly, those industrial emissions are accompanied by a great deal of
high-temperature heat emissions from the combustion of carbon-based fuels by steel, petrochemical,
or cement plants. Fortunately, these industrial heat emission sources treated as thermal anomalies
can be detected by satellite-borne sensors in a quantitive way. However, most of the dominant
remote sensing-based fire detection methods barely work well for heavy industrial heat source
discernment. Although the object-oriented approach, especially the data clustering-based approach,
has guided a novel method of detection, it is still limited by the costly computation and storage
resources. Furthermore, when scaling to a national, or even global, long time-series detection,
it is greatly challenged by the tremendous computation introduced by the incredible large-scale
data clustering of tens of millions of high-dimensional fire data points. Therefore, we proposed
an improved parallel identification method with geocoded, task-tree-based, large-scale clustering
for the spatial-temporal distribution analysis of industrial heat emitters across the United States
from long time-series active Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) data. A recursive
k-means clustering method is introduced to gradually segment and cluster industrial heat objects.
Furthermore, in order to avoid the blindness caused by random cluster center initialization, the time
series VIIRS hotspots data are spatially pre-grouped into GeoSOT-encoded grid tasks which are
also treated as initial clustering objects. In addition, some grouped parallel clustering strategy
together with geocoding-aware task tree scheduling is adopted to sufficiently exploit parallelism and
performance optimization. Then, the spatial-temporal distribution pattern and its changing trend
of industrial heat emitters across the United States are analyzed with the identified industrial heat
sources. Eventually, the performance experiment also demonstrated the efficiency and encouraging
scalability of this approach.
Keywords: industrial heat sources; clustering; parallel computing; VIIRS; heavy industrial layout

1. Introduction
The emissions from the energy-intensive industrial sectors are quite significant contributors
to greenhouse gas (GHG) release. The combustion of gas- and oil-based fossil fuels during the
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modern industrial processes in several heavy-pollution industrial sectors, such as the steel industries,
petrochemical industries, and cement industries are the major emitters. They account for nearly
one-quarter of the global energy-related carbon dioxide (CO2 ) emissions and their share continues
to grow [1]. Among the top four heavy emitters around the world that account for more than half
of the total global emissions, the United States has been the second for decades. With the shift to
lower-carbon energy, the US’s GHG emissions in 2018 resumed a long-term downward shift after
a sharp soar [2]. However, it is still worth noticing that the industrial emissions rose slightly and
even surpassed the emissions from coal-fired power plants [2]. According to the C2ES [3] analysis,
the US’s emissions cuts may still off track to meeting the agreement under the Paris climate accord [4].
Moreover, these industrial emissions have already posed a serious threat to the urban environment
and even natural ecosystems [5]. Hence, accurate and up-to-date observations and tracking of the
distribution patterns of industrial activities over time is crucial to a better understanding of the national
or even global climate change trends.
As a matter of fact, these industrial GHG emissions are usually hard to be comprehensively
surveyed. That may partly ascribed to the distribution of the industrial factories and their nighttime
releasing. Actually, both the energy and non-energy related industrial emissions are usually
accompanied by large high-temperature heat release that is produced by carbon-based fossil fuel
combustion during industrial producing process [6]. In practice, most of these industrial heat
releasers [1] have sharp temperature contrasts with their local surroundings. They can be easily
observed by space-borne thermal-infrared radiometer (TIR) sensors in a quantitative way, such as the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) [7]. With the recent advances of sensors,
several high-resolution TIR sensors are capable of providing up-to-date observations and continuous
tracking of the thermal anomalies—for instance, the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and
Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) [8], the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) [9,10],
the Advanced Very High-Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) [11], and Landsat8 [12,13].
With various fire products from the advanced TIR sensors, plenty of remote-sensing based fire
detecting methods [14–16] are available to identify the high-temperature heat releasers, including
wildfires, waste gas flares, and coal fires. Due to the pre-specified fixed threshold, some traditional
threshold-based methods [14] and even multispectral detecting methods [17,18] aiming at eliminating
the influence of the surface heterogeneity (like clouds) [19] can only identify big fires with high
probability. Likewise, contextual algorithms [10,20], which essentially retrieve thermal anomalies
by using the inconsistency over large areas, are closely affected by the natural background
temperature variability. Withal, dynamic multi-temporal methods [21] conducting non-linear dynamic
prediction [22] could take full advantage of the time-invariant quantities instead of the background
intensities, but are greatly restricted to the dynamic weather condition changes [22].
However, most of these dominant fire detection methods barely work for heavy industrial
heat source discernment. In fact, it remains quite challenging to precisely distinguish the industrial
heat releasers from other fire hotspots like wildfires, and the related works are relatively
few. Recently, some studies have relied on the empirical thermal anomaly index (TAI)-based
approaches [5,23] which normally need prior knowledge and extra data for the removal of water,
wildfires, and other nonindustrial seasonal burnings. It is also worth noticing that a novel
object-oriented approach [24] has guided the way to building a frequency-based metric index to
determine the degree of spatial and temporal aggregation on time-serial VIIRS Nightfire products.
Differing from this empirical frequency-based approach, the cluster-based method [25] has successfully
employed the adaptive k-means [26,27] data clustering algorithm on long time-serial VIIRS data to
automatically retrieve the centers of the static and persistent industrial heat objects at large-scale from
VIIRS thermal anomalies. Nevertheless, as an unsupervised classification algorithm [28,29], to merely
use k-means clustering could be being willfully blind to some extent. Furthermore, when extending to
a national even global scale, it turns out to be a large-scale spatial-temporal data clustering problem that
would finally result in a big data computing challenge [30–33]. Particularly, the enormous computation
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introduced by the clustering of tens or even hundreds of millions of fire hotspots data representing in
high-dimensional features is extremely time-consuming and could even lead to the infeasibility of it.
To properly settle the above issues, an improved parallel identification method with geocoded,
task-tree-based, large-scale clustering is put forward here for the spatial-temporal distribution analysis
of industrial heat emitters across the United States from long time-series active VIIRS data. The main
contribution of this work is that it introduces the GeoSOT-encoded [34] task tree and the many-task
distributed computing approach to not only improve identification efficiency but also tackle the
big data computing challenge. Following a divide-and-conquer approach [35], the GeoSOT global
subdivision model is adopted to break down the enormous time-series fire hotspots clustering problem
into a great deal of small grid clustering problems that could be implemented in parallel as bags
of tasks. Though the most popular but simple k-means algorithm is a fantastic trade-off between
effectiveness and complexity, it is nearly impracticable to determine the corresponding k parameter
(number of clusters) for various industrial settlements with different spatial and temporal aggregation
characteristics. Accordingly, a recursive k-means clustering method is introduced to gradually
segment and cluster industrial heat objects. Furthermore, in order to avoid the blindness caused
by random cluster center initialization, the time series VIIRS hotspots data are spatially pre-grouped
into GeoSOT-encoded grid tasks which are also treated as initial clustering objects. In addition,
some grouped parallel clustering strategy together with geocoding-aware task tree scheduling is
adopted to sufficiently exploit parallelism and performance optimization.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses the related work of this
study and is followed by the description of time-series active VIIRS Nightfire data product in Section 3.
Then Section 4 goes into the details of the parallel identification method with geocoded, task-tree-based,
large-scale clustering. Afterward, Section 5 demonstrates the spatial-temporal distribution analysis of
industrial heat sources in the US as well as the experimental performance analysis; Section 6 discusses
the comparative performance analysis; and the last section summarizes this paper.
2. Related Works
As more advanced thermal infrared sensors became employed, diverse thermal anomaly detection
methods emerged for the accurate and up-to-date detection of high-temperature heat sources.
Below, a number of fire detection methods as well as several industrial identification approaches
are comparatively discussed.
2.1. Traditional Fire Detection Methods
Most of traditional fire detection methods are generally based on the Wien’s displacement law
and Planck’s blackbody radiation law that the radiance at high-temperature goes up faster in the
mid-wave infrared spectrum [5]. They generally use thermal threshold testing or a statistically textual
algorithm for the determination of the thermal anomalies.
The fixed-threshold method [14,16,36], the early option of fire detection, has been used for
sub-surface coal fires mapping [16] with both AVHRR and Landsat-5 data, gas flaring monitoring
with ATSR imageries, and global fire detection [14] from EOS-MODIS. This kind of method normally
adopts a fixed threshold testing strategy; namely, a pixel whose brightness temperature surpasses the
pre-specified threshold value is labeled as a thermal anomaly or fire. However, the fixed threshold
which is mostly a pre-specified empirical value may not always be satisfactory. Thus the drawback of
these works lies in the difficulty of finding the optimal threshold, since it is prior unknown and also both
spatially and temporally variable [22]. Afterward, multispectral detecting approaches with multiple
thresholds have been proposed, such as fire detection and growth monitoring [18] using AVHRR
mid-infrared and thermal channels, and fire line extraction [17] from multispectral infrared images.
This approach aims at precluding the limitation of the single fixed threshold but also the influence of the
surface heterogeneity [5,19] so as to distinguish fires from clouds and background. Nevertheless, due to
the fixed threshold approach, only big fires can be identified with high probability [22].
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The contextual-based method [37] typically employs contextual algorithms to estimate the average
brightness temperatures of the neighboring background. The fire pixels are essentially treated as
thermal anomalies using the inconsistency over large areas. This approach has been successfully
introduced to the VIIRS active fire detection algorithm [10] and hybrid wildland fire detection [20].
In spite of the self-adaptive and consistently overly large regions, the performance of the contextual
approach is basically greatly affected by the natural background variability, especially in daytime
when the background temperature is relatively high.
The dynamic multi-temporal method [22] is hybrid approach that applies the non-linear dynamic
detection model (DDM) on a simple multi-temporal method. Essentially, a multi-temporal approach
primarily focuses on the anomalous changes in time-invariant quantities instead of comparing
background intensities. Nevertheless, a simple multi-temporal technique not only entails calibrated
thermal data but is also greatly affected by the dynamic weather condition changes over time.
The dynamic multi-temporal approach employs a non-linear DDM to predict the background
intensities and detect the fires from multi-temporal thermal data as a set of anomalous changes
over time. The work of koltunov [22] has demonstrated that the non-linear approach has more
encouraging results when detecting small-scale fires.
2.2. Approaches for Industrial Heat Source Identification
Unfortunately, despite the diverse fire detection methods available, few are capable of detecting
industrial heat sources. That is mainly because the difficulties lie in the precise deriving of the
high-temperature industrial heat sources from other fire hotspots like wildfires and non-industrial
burnings. As a matter of fact, only a few existing studies have made any effort toward industrial
heat source identification using space-borne thermal data. Here we just classify them into categories,
including the index-based method, the frequency-based multi-temporal method, and a spatial-temporal
clustering method.
The index-based method seems to follow a mechanism way of discernment using the thermal
anomaly index (TAI) as an empirical threshold. A simple TAI index based on high-resolution ASTER
data has introduced by Xia [5] for the extracting of hot spots, but it still requires the aid of the modified
normalized difference water index (MNDWI) out of Landsat 8 to remove water bodies and Google
Earth data to preclude the wildfires and other nonindustrial seasonal heat resources. Withal, Zhang [23]
has also constructed a three-sliding widow approach based on empirical thermal anomaly index using
VIIR Nightfire product to flag and extract heat-releasing industries in China.
The frequency-based multi-temporal method typically works according to time persistence criteria
of the industrial heat release. An early effort was that of Casadio’s [15] gas flaring monitoring with
ATSR data; the hot spots with a relatively high frequency of occurrence—more than four times
a year—were simply assumed to be industrial areas. Nevertheless, merely adopting an occurrence
frequency with a fixed threshold is nothing but a naive attempt. Meanwhile, it is more worth noticing
that Liu [24] has pioneered a novel object-oriented way of identifying static and persistent industrial
heat sources on time-serial VIIRS Nightfire products. A simplified binary occurrence-frequency
image together with a temporal concentration index were respectively introduced as metrics of
aggregation degree for spatial and temporal filtering. In this way, the spatial and temporal-aggregation
characteristics of the industrial heat releasers have been fully taken advantage of to tackle the
spatial-temporal heterogeneity challenges. Anyway, the considerable memory consumption resulting
from large binary frequency images and the costly computation caused by multi-temporal calculations
are great limitations.
The spatial-temporal clustering method regards the identification of industrial heat sources as
an object clustering problem. Yan Ma [25,38] has introduced an improved k-means clustering algorithm
to map the distributions of the heavy industrial heat sources in China and India by virtue of VIIRS
active fire hotspot product. Differing from the fixed index and frequency image to determine the
degree of temporal and spatial aggregation, a clustering algorithm is introduced in this approach to
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retrieve the centers of the static and persistent industrial objects out of the thermal anomalies. However,
it still remains quite challenging, since the enormous computational load introduced by the clustering
of the incredibly great number of thermal anomalies is extremely time-consuming and even leads to
the infeasibility of it.
3. Datasets and Study Area
3.1. Study Area
The United States of America (USA) (Figure 1), the world’s most developed and third-largest
country, is mostly located in central North America, between Canada and Mexico. The mainland of the
US lies between 25◦ N to 49◦ N and 70◦ W to 130◦ W; Alaska is between 60◦ N to 70◦ N and 140◦ W to
170◦ W; and the Hawaiian Islands are around 20◦ N and 150◦ W to 180◦ W. It consists of 50 states and
a federal district, covering 3.8 million square miles with an estimated population of over 328 million
in 2019.
The United States has been the second-largest GHG emitter around the world for the past twenty
years. Carbon dioxide accounts for more than 80% of GHG emissions. The top three greenhouse
emitters are the electric power sector, transportation sector, industry sector. Natural gas is becoming
the dominant U.S. industrial CO2 emission source. It is worth noticing that the industrial emissions
rose slightly and even surpassed the emissions from coal-fired power plants according to C2ES analysis;
14 to 18 percent below 2005 is far short of what is needed to address climate change.

Figure 1. Study area in the United States.

3.2. VIIRS Active Fire Products
The VIIRS 375 m active fire product—VNP14IMG—is used for industrial heat source distribution
analysis. This experimental Level-2 (L2) data product was generated by Land Science Investigator
Processing System (Land-SIPS) [39] of NASA, and provides daily fire detections globally both day and
night. This active fire product is produced from all five 375 m I-channels (I1–I5), and the dual-gain
750-m mid-infrared, M13, the channel of the VIIRS instrument. This active fire product is detected
with a combination of fixed and contextual tests based on the MOD14 algorithm which is an improved
EOS–MODIS algorithm originally designed for the MODIS baseline product (Thermal Anomalies and
Fire). The optimized modification was added to accommodate a higher spatial resolution of 375 m.
Therefore, comparing it with other similar fire products, the VIIRS fire product offers not only better
responses over the small fires but also improved mapping of larger fires both day and night.
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Figure 2. The density and spatial distribution of active fires in the United States.

The VIIRS sensors was first onboard in the year 2011 and the VNP14IMG active fire product has
been available ever since the beginning of 2012. Therefore, the density and spatial distribution of
3,461,260 detected thermal anomalies or fires ranging from 2012 to 2018 is depicted in Figure 2.
4. Methods
We demonstrated an improved parallel industrial heat source identification approach for
spatial-temporal distribution analysis with geocoded task-tree-based, large-scale k-means clustering.
This approach offers an effective and highly scalable solution to significantly improve the identification
efficiency, the large-scale processing capacity, and the performance of spatial-temporal clustering.
As a matter of fact, this long time-series industrial heat source identification problem at a national
scale is essentially an extremely large-scale data clustering issue based on millions of high-dimensional
fire data. Relying on the geocoded, task-tree-based, many-task computing approach, the large-scale
heat objects clustering problem could be represented in the form of a geocoded task tree, which is
a GeoSOT-encoded quad-tree consisting of a great number of grid tasks, wherein each grid task is
responsible for the clustering of the fire hotspots with the same GeoSOT code, which means they are
all located inside the region of this grid. Practically, it is also quite reasonable that only the spatially
and temporally adjacent fire hotspots are involved in the heat objects clustering, according to the
local aggregation characteristic of the industrial heat emission targets. That is mainly because it is not
necessary to introduce numerous fire points that are far apart into computation; that could even lead
to discouraging performance. In this way, this tremendous big spatial-temporal clustering problem
could be naturally broken down into small data clustering grid tasks that could be simultaneously
implemented in parallel. Two-level parallelism could be exploited, since a parallel k-means algorithm
is also employed for the implementation of each grid task. Furthermore, this approach also offers
a recursive k-means clustering method together with a pre-grouping strategy to cope with the
initialization problem of the k parameter (number of clusters) and random cluster center. Instead of
giving a fixed number of clusters which is also infeasible, the bunches of fire hotspots in each grid task
are recursively segmented and detected as candidate heat objects through recursive k-means clustering.
Meanwhile, the pre-grouping strategy here spatially fragments the enormous fire hotspots into a great
number of subgroups, which are treated as the initial clustering objects.
The main mechanism of this approach is depicted in Figure 3, wherein all the fire hotspots in
the long-term time-series VNP14IMG fire data are flatted and serialized into a single unordered
multi-dimensional spatial-temporal vector data sequence. When these vector data with enormous
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fire/hotspots are initially imported, several processing procedures are followed, including parallel data
importing, building z geocoded quad task-tree, recursive parallel k-means clustering, and identifying
heat objects. The detailed parallel processing procedure is as follows:
-

-

-

-

Data importing with Parallel I/O: Firstly, 3,461,260 time-series VIIRS active fire-point data ranging
from 2012 to 2018 and covering the whole United States are extracted from the VNP14IMG global
datasets. For I/O performance consideration, each computing node adopts an asynchronous
parallel I/O operation to concurrently load in its own part of the data. These loaded fire data
points are then imported into a heat point stack.
Building the geocoded quad task-tree: Secondly, following a GeoSOT global division, the local
fire points in the stack of each computing node are geographically pre-grouped into initial grid
tasks and are also regarded as the initial cluster center. Then, each pre-grouped grid task is
encoded with a GeoSOT geographical code. Following binary-tree communication, a reduced
operation over all the computing nodes is conducted to merge the grid tasks with the same
geocode, and heat points inside are re-arranged. Thereafter, in a bottom-up way, a quad task-tree
is built out of these grid tasks by connecting them with their neighbor grid tasks according to
the GeoSOT code. The grid tasks in the tree are treated as bags of tasks waiting for issued for
parallel computing.
Recursive parallel k-means clustering: The kernel processing step in the whole procedure.
The computing nodes are divided into groups using a group communicator, and the grid tasks
in the tree are treated as bags of tasks waiting for issued for parallel computing. Each group
of computing nodes simultaneously implements recursive parallel k-means clustering with
an empirical cluster number k of 2 on one selected grid task. During each iteration, the odd fire
points that are extremely far from the cluster center are filtered out. Following that, the heat points
in each grid task are recursively segmented until the recursive convergence condition shows that
there are no more new cluster objects anymore. Moreover, a distributed, shared-memory-based
data structure of heat objects is also built to ease and optimize the data communication across
nodes. Eventually, the potential candidate industrial heat objects can be detected in each grid task.
Identifying heat objects: Finally, reduce all the grid tasks following the geocoded quad task-tree
in a bottom-up way. The overlapped heat objects are merged in order to avoid fake objects result
from over-segmentation. Whether the overlapped heat objects are merged or not is judged by the
distance of objects and the size of the overlapping region. Finally, all the industrial heat objects
can be identified.
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Figure 3. Parallel industrial heat source identification approach for spatial-temporal distribution
analysis with a geocoded task-tree-based large-scale clustering.

4.1. Building a GeoSOT-Encoded Quad Task-Tree
When scaling to a large area, the long time-series industrial heat source detection is extremely
complicated by the incredibly large-scale data clustering of up to millions of high-dimensional
fire-points data. To tackle the tremendous computation introduced by this large-scale data clustering
problem, a many-task computing approach with a GeoSOT-encoded quad task-tree is proposed here
for optimization. According to the geographical-invariance and local aggregation feature of the
industrial heat sources, a grid-task-based pre-grouping method is employed for an initial clustering.
Following that, the huge scale data clustering problem can not only be naturally broken down into
small grid tasks but also the blindness exists in the clustering of large amounts of data that may
be settled. Then, by using a GeoSOT global division method, a GeoSOT-encoded quad task-tree is
built out from the great number of grid tasks. The grid tasks inside the tree could subsequently be
implemented in parallel as bags of tasks following a bottom-up order.
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4.1.1. Pre-Grouping Based on GeoSOT Global Division
Differently from the natural biomass burnings or wildfires, the existing industrial heat sources
are normally static and persistent. The fire hotspots or thermal anomalies from industrial heat
emitters have their own spatial and temporal aggregation characteristics. Actually, the fire hotspots
in the VIIRS active fire products could be found closely gathered around the small areas near the
heart centers of the industrial heat sources [24]. In other words, a group of spatially aggregated
fire hotspots would be identified as candidates for industrial heat emitters with a higher probability.
In a normal data clustering procedure, all data are involved in the calculation for each cluster center.
However, in a millions-of-points-scale data clustering scenery, it seems unwise and even quite naive
to put all the fire hotspots together for calculation. This is mainly because only the spatially and
temporally adjacent fire hotspots have effective roles in determining the cluster centers of the industrial
heat objects. The enormous calculation burden introduced by the majority of the other faraway
fire hotspots appears to be totally unnecessary. Therefore, to greatly reduce complexity and avoid
over-segmentation, a GeoSOT global-division-based pre-grouping is employed as initial clustering.
The main mechanism of the re-grouping procedure is depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Flow chart and parallel implementation of pre-grouping based on GeoSOT global division.

The flow chart and the parallel implementation procedure goes as follows:
-

Firstly, calculate GeoSOT code for fire hotspots to find exact grids the fires are in. Each processor
calculates the GeoSOT-encoded grid ID for each fire hotspot located in a local fire hotspots stack
according to the GeoSOT global division method. With the longitude and latitude values of
the fire hotspots in the geographic coordinate system as well as the size of the basic grid cell,
the GeoSOT-encoded grid ID can be easily determined with the GeoSOT discrete grid model.
Here, we adopt a maximum level of 33 for the GeoSOT model, since a tiny grid size could always
lead to over-segmentation of objects.
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Then, pre-group the fire hotspots by their GeoSOT codes. The processor then creates a stack to
store these fire hotspots groups and checks the tagged fire hotspots. If the GeoSOT codes of the
tagged fire hotspots are totally new, then it creates a new group tagged with this GeoSOT grid ID
and puts this new group into a group stack. Otherwise, if there already exists a group tagged
with this GeoSOT code, then it inserts these fire hotspots into this group. Then, if the stack of
fire hotspots is not empty, it goes back to calculate its GeoSOT-encoded grid ID and does the
pre-grouping until all the fire hotspots are handled.
Finally, build the GeoSOT-encoded grid tasks across processors. After all the fire hotspots
in each processor are locally pre-grouped, these initial fire hotspot groups with the same
GeoSOT grid code are still randomly scattered across the processors. Thus, reducing these initial
groups is inevitable. For performance consideration, a binary-tree communication structure
is employed for reducing the fire hotspot groups. Following a bottom–top order along the
binary communication tree, each processor Pi reduces the initial fire hotspot groups with its
near neighbor Pi+1 . In a case in which these two processors both have fire hotspot groups
with the same GeoSOT grid ID, they are merged to a single group. Afterward, the reduced
processor Pi continues to reduce with the Pi+2k (where k is the depth of the binary-tree) until
the root processor. Eventually, a GeoSOT-encoded grid task is built out from the reduced initial
fire hotspot group in which all fire hotspots in the same GeoSOT grid are merged. In order to
ease the data exchanging among the binary-tree communication structure, virtual distributed
shared memory across processors is constructed with a one-side communication operator of MPI
(Message Passing Interface). Each processor puts its initial fire hotspots group stack data into the
virtual distributed shared memory for easy sharing with neighboring processors.

Accordingly, following the GeoSOT discrete grid model, the fire hotspots spatially located in
the same GeoSOT grid cell are segmented into an initial group. Then these initial groups of fire
hotspots are built as GeoSOT-encoded grid tasks for clustering. As is demonstrated in Figure 5,
the extremely complicated large-scale clustering problem has naturally been broken down into a great
deal of GeoSOT grid tasks of clustering that can be implemented in parallel. Moreover, unlike a static
top-down global division, only the GeoSOT grid with a certain number of fire hotspots is grouped as
a valid grid task instead of generating any empty grid tasks. The determining of the size of the grid
cell is a trade-off between computation and over-segmentation. If the grid cell is too small, it will give
rise to the over-segmentation of industrial heat objects. On the contrary, if the cell grid is much too big,
then it will increase the computing complexity of clustering inside the grid task and eventually cause
poor parallelism and discouraging performance. Here a grid cell is empirically defined as a square
area with a size of 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ .

Figure 5. Grid tasks generated following a GeoSOT global division.
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4.1.2. Building a Distributed, GeoSOT-Encoded Quad Task-Tree
In a case wherein the grid task is built through initial pre-grouping, a GeoSOT-encoded task-tree
could then be built across the processors for the subsequent data clustering. As is shown in Figure 6,
there are two kinds of task nodes in the GeoSOT-encoded task tree. The bottom leaf node is the
grid task which is responsible for implementing clustering operation among the fire hotspots so
as to detect candidate industrial heat sources. The other intermediate node is a merging task that
merges the candidate industrial heat sources generated from four neighbor grid tasks. This is mainly
because though the GeoSOT global division could break down the large-scale clustering into small
clustering grid tasks with lower complexity, it also tears apart the underlining industrial heat sources
located around the boundaries of the cell grids. This also means the decomposition of the tasks could
by-produce the over-segmentation of the objects. Therefore, a GeoSOT-encoded task tree is proposed
here for sewing the chopped objects back efficiently.

Figure 6. Building a GeoSOT-encoded quad task-tree from millions of fire hotspots.

The GeoSOT-encoded task tree is built following a bottom-up manner. Firstly, the grid tasks built
from initial grouping are directly taken as the leaf task nodes. Thereafter, the GeoSOT code of the
upper-level of each grid task is calculated, namely, the GeoSOT code of its parent node. When more
than two grid tasks have the same parent GeoSOT code, a merging task node is generated and these
grid tasks are treated as the children of this merging task. Following that, the whole task tree can be
built until the root merging task is generated. Thus, the detection of the industrial heat sources turns
into finding the centers of areas with relatively high densities of thermal anomalies.
4.2. Optimized Recursive k-means Clustering in Parallel
Relying on the spatial and temporal aggregation feature of the industrial heat emitters,
the detection of the static and persistent industrial heat objects may turn out to be a search for the centers
of areas with relatively higher densities of thermal anomalies than neighbors. Meanwhile, the data
clustering algorithms [26] following the notion of clusters are in pursuit of finding out high-density
regions separated by low-density regions. From this perspective, the data clustering-based approach
seems to be a more appropriate way over the traditional index-based or empirical frequency-based
methods, wherein k-means is still one of the most prevalent and efficient clustering algorithms,
since it performs a most graceful trade-off between clustering efficiency and computational complexity.
Nevertheless, choosing the proper parameters for k-means algorithm is anything but easy, especially the
most critical choice of the number of the clusters and the initial cluster center, which is the most difficult
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problem in data clustering. Anyway, there is no existing perfect criterion for choosing these parameters.
Generally, the currently available ways are some heuristics-based methods [40] and the empirical way
of choosing from multiple independent attempts of different k values and different initializations.
Nevertheless, it is almost impracticable to determine the parameter k in advance in the scenario of
millions of fire hotspots with no idea of the number of potential industrial heat sources.
Therefore, the optimized recursive parallel k-means clustering demonstrated in Figure 7 is adopted
for gradually segmenting and for the final detection of industrial heat sources from enormous fire
hotspots. The main idea of this approach is to combine the notion of the hierarchical clustering
algorithm together with the partitional idea of k-means. The pre-grouped GeoSOT-encoded grid
tasks in G = { Xgrid }, Xgrid ⊂ X, grid = 1, · · · , g are selected as the initial partition for clustering.
Following the divide-and-conquer idea of hierarchical divisive k-means clustering, the fire hotspots
inside the pre-grouped grid task are recursively partitioned into k clusters at each step with
k-means algorithm. For the kernel k-means clustering, there are a great number of optimized
k-means algorithms available, even the parallel implemented versions [41–43], wherein a parallel
MPI-enabled implementation of k-means is employed for kernel data clustering. For performance
consideration, the computing processors are divided into communicator groups and each group is
responsible for concurrently executing recursive k-means on each grid task in parallel across processors.
Therefore, two-level parallelism is fully exploited for performance optimization.

Figure 7. Optimized recursive k-means clustering implemented in parallel.

Let X = { xi }, i = 1, · · · , n define the set of n d-dimensional fire hostspot points,
wherein the fire points are d-dimensional vectors xi = {latitude, longtitude, acq_time, bright_ti4 ,
bright_ti5 , · · · , xi (m)}, i = 1, · · · , n, m = 1, · · · , d. The set of a great number of fire points X is
eventually clustered into a set of k clusters, C = {ck }, i = 1, · · · , k.
The main steps of this optimized recursive parallel k-means clustering algorithm are as follows:
1.

Divide the processors into group communicators wherein each group has a number of processors
available for implementing parallel k-means data clustering.
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Choose a pre-grouped GeoSOT-encoded grid task Xgrid for each processor group and take this
pre-grouped fire hotspot as an initial partition for clustering.
Each group concurrently executes a parallel k-means data clustering algorithm across a group of
computing nodes inside their group communicator.
(a) Distribute the fire points in grid g across processors inside its group communicator.
(b) Each processor concurrently implements a local k-means data clustering algorithm with
a parameter k of Kt to generate a new partition of Kt sub-clusters and assign patterns to each
closest cluster center. Here we choose a Kt as four.
(c) Reduce the squared error across the processors inside the group concurrently and minimize
J (cKt ) the sum of the error overall Kt clusters.
Kt

J ( c Kt ) =

∑ ∑

k =1 x i ∈ c K t

k x i − µ k k2 .

(d) Calculate the new cluster centers: CKt = {cKt }, i = 1, · · · , Kt .
4.

5.

6.

Omit new clusters with outlier fire points. When new clusters that cover a relatively reasonable
small region also contain a small number of fire points, an outlier object check takes place or can
be omitted.
Check whether each new cluster is a valid candidate industrial heat object. New clusters that
cover a relatively reasonable small region but are not outlier objects are taken as candidates for the
industrial heat objects and put into candidate object stacks. Thus, these small new clusters would
not be intended for further recursive clustering. The other bigger new clusters ck , 0 < k < Kt
should be put into cluster stacks for further recursive parallel k-means clustering.
Conduct the critical convergence condition. Check if the cluster stack is not empty and then pick
one new cluster for further clustering, namely, Xgrid ← ck ; repeat steps 3 to 5 until there are no
new clusters, finally leading to the stability of the cluster membership.

4.3. Identifying Heat Objects through a Geocode-Aware Task-Tree
Once when all the grid tasks have done their work of recursive parallel k-means clustering to
detect all the candidate industrial heat objects, plenties of over-segmented fake objects located across
the boundary of the adjacent grid still required to be fixed. As is depicted in Figure 8, an identifying
with geocode-aware task tree scheduling is employed for gradually sewing the chopped objects and
identifying them as final objects following a geo-encoded task tree in a bottom-up way. The main idea
of the task-tree-based industrial heat objects identification approach is as follows:
1.

2.

Construct a binary-tree structured communication network across processors for a hierarchical
merging and reducing of the candidate industrial heat objects, wherein the merging tasks namely
non-leaf task nodes in the geo-encoded task tree are responsible for merging and reducing all the
over-segmented industrial heat objects.
Following a bottom-up way, each un-merged processor conducts task merging with its nearest
right un-merged neighbor processor with a bigger id.
(a) Reduce the geographically adjacent grid task nodes that belong to the same farther merging
task which encoded with a higher level GeoSOT grid ID in the GeoSOT quad task-tree.
(b) When all the four tasks required for a merging task have all found, find out the overlapping
candidate objects along the boundary of grid tasks by judging the distance between objects
and the size of overlapping regions.
(c) Then conduct another k-means clustering a second time among all the fire points inside these
overlapped candidate heat objects so as to over-come the over-segmenting problem.

3.

Mark this processor as a merged processor; repeat step 2 until the root of the task tree.
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Figure 8. Identifying heat objects through a geocode-aware task-tree.

Accordingly, through a hierarchical merging and re-clustering among overlapped candidate
industrial heat objects, the industrial heat sources could be eventually identified.
5. Results
5.1. Distribution Characteristics of Heavy Industrial Heat Sources cross the United States
The distribution pattern of the heavy industrial heat sources across the whole United States in the
year 2018 is depicted in Figure 9, wherein about a total of 1748 working heavy industrial heat emitters
have been detected and identified. Most of the heavy industrial heat sources are located along the
north and south boundaries of the country, namely, near Canada and Mexico. The top four emitting
states, including North Dakota, Texas, California, and Pennsylvania account for nearly half of the total
number of the heavy industrial heat sources. It is quite convincing that most of the heavy emitters are
centralized in the northeast industrial area, southern industrial area, and western area of the country.
Historically, the northeast industrial area used to be the largest industrial zone in the United States
and even the whole world. It is worth noticing that some historical states with heavy pollution like
Illinois are no more the heavy industrial emitters, and some new states located in the middle of the
country, such as North Dakota, turned out to be the heaviest industrial emission releasers.
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Figure 9. Distribution patterns of working industrial heat releasers in different states in the US (2018).

With the geocoded task-tree-based parallel industrial heat source identification approach,
1748 working heavy industrial heat emitters have been detected and identified from 3,998,465 fire
hotspots. The density of the heavy industrial heat emission at the national scale in the US in the year
2018 is also shown in Figure 10. It is shown that the historically industrial area with more detected
heavy industrial sources also has a higher emitting frequency, namely, a bigger number of active
hotspots inside the industrial heat releasers. The interesting thing witnessed is that some states in the
traditional northeast industrial area, though having less detected heavy industrial emitters, still have
significantly high emitting frequencies.

Figure 10. Numbers of hotspots representing active industrial heat releasers in different states in the
US (2018).

Except for the spatial distribution pattern, the temporal characteristics of the heavy industrial
heat sources across the whole nation were also found and shown in Figure 11. As is demonstrated in
Figure 11a, the number of industrial heat releasers/sources around the entire nation has undergone
a steady increase from the year 2012 to 2018. Likewise, the emission frequency, namely, the number of
the fires or hotspots detected inside the industrial heat objects, has also presented a steady growth
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trend except for the year 2013. This is also consistent with the conclusion of the reported in the
C2ES [3] analysis, though the US’s GHG emissions have resumed a long-term downward trend these
years, the industrial emissions rose slightly and even suprpassed the emissions from coal-fired power
plants [2].
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Figure 11. The temporal characteristics of detected working industrial heat releasers in the US from
2012 to 2018 ((a) is for the amount of industrial heat releasers/sources, (b) is for the emmission frequncy
of industrial heat releasers/sources).

5.2. Spatial-Temporal Distribution Characteristics at State Scale
The comparative analysis of the spatial-temporal distribution characteristics among 51 states
has been conducted with the time span from 2012 to 2018 with a metric index of Slope NW H [25],
where NWH [25] refers to the number of working heavy industrial heat sources (NWH) and the
Slope NW H represents a relatively normalized increasing rate from the year 2012 to 2018. As is
demonstrated in Figure 12, only two states have undergone a significant increase during these years.
Texas, the fastest increasing state, has a Slope NW H value of 64.66%, and New Mexico, the second-fastest
increasing state, has a Slope NW H value of 12.94%. Except for these two states, most of the states have
no obvious increase, and up to 17 states underwent a slight decrease until 2018.

Figure 12. The comparative analysis of the distribution pattern of industrial heat releasers in 2012 and
2018 with slope index based on the number of heat releasers.

Meanwhile, the changes in the distribution pattern of industrial heat releasers across key states
from the year 2012 to the year 2018 are also shown in Figure 13. It is worth noticing that the traditional
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Rust Belt states that are also known as the Factory Belt or Steel Belt, such as Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Michigan, and Illinois, have been undergoing a continuous decrease of industrial heat releasing,
except for Indiana that after a short downwards in the year 2012 and 2013, which recovered to continue
steadily increase from the year 2014 on. It is worth noticing that some Midwestern states, in the
so-called Corn Belt or “Breadbasket of America”, have undergone a sharp increase through the last
decade. The most significant examples are Texas, North Dakota, and New Mexico, wherein the
number of industrial emitters in Texas almost doubled through the last decade, while the data in North
Dakota nearly tripled and the data in New Mexico incredibly quadrupled. In addition, the trend of
historically rich states along the east coastline is very steady with no obvious increase nor decrease
in the number of industrial heat releasers. Therefore, we could draw the conclusion that benefiting
from the deindustrialization, most of the historically heavily polluted areas are gradually improving,
while some Midwestern and southern states have demonstrated sharp increases in industrial releasers
which also means a sharp deterioration of the environment.

Figure 13. Changes in the distribution pattern of industrial heat releasers across key cities from 2012
to 2018.

6. Discussion
To further evaluate our proposed a geocoded task-tree-based industrial heat source detection
method, we implemented this method in parallel as IHSDetect-p on an MPI-enabled cluster.
For comparative performance analysis, IHS-matlab a serial version of the industrial heat source
detection method was also implemented on top of the commercial processing software Matlab.
Hence, the performance experiment was conducted respectively with IHSDetect-p and IHS-matlab,
wherein the parallel industrial heat source identification algorithm IHSDetect-p is implemented on
an MPI-enabled multi-core cluster equipped with 12 multi-core processors connected by a 20 gigabyte
Infiniband using RDMA protocol. Each processor is a blade server with dual Intel(R) quad-core
CPU (3.0 GHz) and 8 GB memory. The operating system was Cent OS5.0, the compiler is the Intel
MPI C/C++ Compiler with optimizing level O3 option. While the IHS-matlab is implemented on
a workstation equipped with Matlab software.
The performance metrics of both run time and speedup with increasing nodes are also respectively
plotted in Figure 14a,b. As is demonstrated in Figure 14a, the serial IHS-matlab program implemented
with Matlab took about 192 min namely more than three hours to finish the industrial heat source
identification in a nation-scale of the whole United States. By contrast, the IHSDetect-p program
implemented in parallel with a geocoded-tree based large-scale clustering only took less than 10 min to
conduct the industrial heat object identification across the whole nation of the USA with about twelve
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nodes (96 cores). Meanwhile, a speedup of 19X is achieved when 12 nodes with 96 cores are employed
for processing.
Speedup

Run Time
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Figure 14. Comparative experimental performance analysis with increasing nodes ((a) is for the run
time merit of the performance, and (b) is fo the speedup merit of the performance).

As showed in Figure 14b, the IHSDetect-p program performed a nearly linear speedup with
an increasing scale of computing nodes and cores. Nevertheless, when more than 6 nodes (48 cores)
are accommodated, the parallelization efficiency shows a downward trend which could also be seen
from the declines in the increasing speed of the speedup metric. The main reason for it is that when
enough processors are offered, the communications penalty cost by reducing and merging grid tasks
across a large number of processors would not be totally ignored. Despite the slight downwards in
the parallelization efficiency, the geocoded task-tree-based industrial heat source detection program
IHSDetect-p has already shown its encouraging parallel implementing performance and its scalability.
To achieve the performance improvement as discussed above, a many-task computing approach
with a GeoSOT-encoded quad task-tree is proposed to tackle the incredible large-scale data clustering
challenge of a million-scale of high-dimensional fire points. As a matter of fact, this study essentially
extended the idea of big data factorization proposed by Chen et al. [44–46] to employ a GeoSOT global
division method so as to gradually break down the small grid tasks. Eventually, a GeoSOT-encoded
quad task tree could be formed from these small bags of grid tasks for a fully exploiting of
the parallelism. As a result, as is discussed above the final performance of this study is had
been significantly improved. Accordingly, Chen et al.’s methods held great potentials in probing
temporal-spatial big data with the capability of deriving the very concise and low-dimensional
informative factors. In addition, in order the solve the problem lies in the determination of
corresponding k parameter and cluster center initialization, an optimized recursive k-means clustering
method is adopted to segment and cluster industrial heat objects in a hierarchical way. Actually this
method hold a similar idea with coreset K-means [47] and Steinbach’s bisecting k-means [48] which
a hierarchical divisive version of k-means. For future work, the further classification of the detected
industrial heat emitters is of critical importance and worth been probed into.
7. Conclusions
Though the satellite-borne sensors offer a quantitive way of detecting thermal anomalies like
fires, most of the available fire detection methods barely work well for heavy industrial heat source
identification. Moreover, scaling to a national or even global scale long-time series processing,
the efficient detection of static and persistent industrial heat releasers is greatly challenged with
the extremely big data computing problem introduced by the large-scale clustering of tens of millions
of fire hotspots data. As demonstrated above, an optimized industrial heat source identification method
with geocoded-tree based large-scale clustering is proposed in this paper. The main contribution of
this work is that it introduces the GeoSOT-encoded task tree and many-task distributed computing
to not only improve identification efficiency but also tackle the big data computing challenge.
Following a divide-and-conquer approach, the GeoSOT global subdivision model is adopted to
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break down the enormous time-series fire hotspots clustering problem into a great deal of small grid
clustering problems that can be implemented in parallel as bags of tasks. Moreover, to tackle the
difficulty lies in the determination of corresponding k parameter and avoid the blindness caused by
random cluster center initialization, an optimized recursive k-means clustering method with a GeoSOT
division-based pre-grouping is introduced to gradually segment and cluster industrial heat objects.
With this approach, spatial-temporal distribution analysis of industrial heat emitters across the United
States was successfully conducted from long time-series active VIIRS data. Meanwhile, the changing
trends in the distribution pattern of industrial heat releasers across key states in the last decades
were also covered in detail. Furthermore, the experimental performance result showed an excellent
performance and elegant scalability compared to the traditional way with increasing computing
resources. We draw the conclusion that the industrial heat source identification with geocoded
task-tree-based large-scale clustering is effective and scalable.
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